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About This Game

The author of this game is a guitar player and he likes [Guitar Hero] series very much.

"A guitar music rhythm game for Steam ? Sounds not bad !"
Then the author started to learn C# , game engines , finally the game is made.

KeyBoard Guitar Master is a guitar music rhythm game includes 14 original old school rock songs.

Only using Up Down Left Right arrow keys to strike notes, even people whom do not good at rhythm games still can enjoy this
one.

You don't need a guitar controller , there will be much more fun if you try to hold the keyboard as holding a real guitar when
you're playing.
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keyboard guitar master

You can only shoot bolts when you're standing, and have to melee when you jump\\duck\\look up? Can't they just separate the
melee and ranged attacks to different buttons? Just assign them each to a button (X and B on a controller, which both do the
same thing at the moment) and problem solved. How hard is it?

Also, you can't attack when double-jumping, while there are plenty of respawning, floating enemies. I found this out after only 5
minutes into the game.

 What the hell is this BS? Refunded.. I definitely recommend this DLC. It has lots of cool characters and vehicles.
Overall, I like this pack better than Classic Space.. No Mouse support. All actions and menus are controlled with keys. Enter is
F, Cancel is D but you use this also for the attacks of the party members. The game requires quick hacking of several keys in
order to controll the actions of the party members. Too fast for me to enyou and use strategie. No pausing, no slowing down of
speed possible.. Wow. 14 minutes long. You guys really knocked it out of the park on this one. What a game! The graphics
almost cover up how the dev team didn't even try.. Rescue quest is a match 3 game similar to a lot of other games.

What it does different is that you have different goals and spells.

The game is well done. The port from mobile is good, graphics are nice, overall quality is good if not great.

For me this match 3 game has been very good. I like how much content it has. Lots of different spells, enemies, keys. There are
more than enough levels and new content pops out pretty often.

I do recommend this for 10\u20ac.. Not bad for a rpg maker game, it is actually a fun game.. Good Game overall. Inferior to
Yakuza Zero by any means sadly, but if you enjoyed the Story in Zero, you should definately get this one as well. Cant really go
wrong with spending 20 bucks on a continuation on the Yakuza Story
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This Game shows a lot of potentaial I know this not only from playing it but bacuse i have made games on unity before and if
the developer listens to the people then items in the game can be changed quickly if you complain about it. I would for now put
this game at a 4 in that it is a solid game with lots of improvement that can be added to make it a super strong game.

ps to the gamemaker you should make a zombe survival single player campagn like dying light or the new nighmare zombies
mode in black ops 3. As that would make a great new game

Thanks to the new update i have to add some updates to my review. The new map is god but the old one was ok there should be
2 maps but i recomend this game now and the rating is a 4. my wife is ♥♥♥♥ing hot
(i hope so). I find this game very frustrating, frustrating enough that I keep coming back to play it. Very enjoyable with simple
gameplay but makes you think about your timing. Great little game for the price
. There is nothing quite as fun as gathering friends and\/or family and have a go at comedic trivia that's also pretty clever at
times, and seeing who can understand what they are asking about. So many good times.... It's really a shame, this game had
potential but the way it was executed ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.. The game crashed twice as I was attempting to enter the
Terrace location. Besides, the prologue is vaguely racist. I do not recommend this game.. i played this and it amazes me. the
characters, the story mode, the stages, the music.
man. 10\/10

also why isn't the soundtrack on steam Mr. Dan?. This is pretty awesome.

At least in the tutorial you feel incredibly powerful; it slacks off a little bit but the game is awesome.

I'll extend my review after I've played more, but so far so good; really enjoying this.

There have been lots of 'omg too cool' moments.. Cutscene animations may not be the best, but the storyline is thrilling indeed.
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